Welcome to the premier community for Singapore textile and
fashion industry professionals. As our member, we provide you
with access to an extensive industry network and help you

Our Commitment
PEOPLE

make strategic connections for your business.

We build a sence of community that
champions thought leadership and
pushes fashion narrative.

The Textile and Fashion Federation (TaFF) is the official

PLATFORMS

association for the textile and fashion industry in the
development of the industry and facilitates the growth of local
fashion designers. In line with technology advancement, TaFF
is working to position Singapore as a fashion technology hub in
Asia by showcasing technological innovation in fashion
design, With strong local and international networks, we aim to
raise the visibility of local fashion brands and businesses at
home and overseas.

We provide the foundation for
individuals to enhance their
capabilities and expand their reach

PARTNERSHIPS

We foster relationships that
encourage
cross-disciplinary
learning and create exposure to
global markets.

PROGRAMMES

We develop programmes that
educate,
equip
and
enable
designers to transform ideas into
businesses.

As our valued member, you will get to enjoy privileges and benefits such as:
EXCLUSIVE WORKSHOPS AND
NETWORKING EVENTS

Invitation to curated programmes and workshops stay connected with industry partners and partners
to explore opportunities for collaboration.

SHOWCASE YOUR WORK

Physical and digital platforms to showcase your
work through events and social media.

JOBS

%

JOB BOARD

PRIVILEGES FOR SUBSCRIPTION

10% discount off Omnilytics Fashion Academy
Tiered discounts off annual subscription fee for
Business of Fashion (BoF)

EXCLUSIVE RENTAL RATES AT
THE COCOON SPACE

Enjoy special booking rates for co-working and
event spaces.

Post and access job opportunities through TaFF’s
job portal to alleviate your manpower concerns
abd find the right talent matches

Members also gain complimentary access to Hot
Desks (45 hours annually), The Makers Studio (16
hours annually) and Co-Lab spaces*(5 hours
annually).

PRIORITY ACCESS TO BOUTIQUES EDIT

*Applicable only to members who sign up for 2 or 3
years.

As members, you will have priority in participation
and allocation of space to showcase your brand
and products at Boutiques Edit

One-time Fee
Annual Fee

marketing@taff.org.sg

$300

$300

Depending on company’s turnover*

www.taff.org.sg

www.facebook.com/taffsg

$500

6735 8390

Textile and Fashion Federation, The Cocoon Space, Design Orchard, 250 Orchard Road #02-01 Singapore 238905

